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Maps/Atlases
Hong Kong Guide : Gazetter of Street and Place Names 2015
Hong Kong: Survey & Mapping Office, Lands Department, 2015
409p.
9789625672908
$ 39.50/ PB
834gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=176416
-------------------------------------------------------------------History
China’s Foreign Places : The Foreign Presence in China in the Treaty Port
Era, 1840-1943 / Robert Nield
Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2015
xl, 360
Include Index
9789888139286
$ 70.00/ HB
1050gm.
During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the imperial
powers—principally Britain, the United States, Russia, France, Germany
and Japan—signed treaties with China to secure trading, residence and
other rights in cities on the coast, along important rivers, and in remote
places further inland. The largest of them—the great treaty ports of
Shanghai and Tientsin—became modern cities of international importance,
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centres of cultural exchange and safe havens for Chinese who sought to
subvert the Qing government. They are also lasting symbols of the
uninvited and often violent incursions by foreign powers during China’s
century of weakness. The extraterritorial privileges that underpinned the
treaty ports were abolished in 1943—a time when much of the treaty port
world was under Japanese occupation.
China’s Foreign Places provides a historical account of the hundred or
more major foreign settlements that appeared in China during the period
1840 to 1943. Most of the entries are about treaty ports, large and small,
but the book also includes colonies, leased territories, resorts and illicit
centres of trade. Information has been drawn from a wide range of
sources and entries are arranged alphabetically with extensive
illustrations and maps. China’s Foreign Places is both a unique work of
reference, essential for scholars of this period and travellers to modern
China. It is also a fascinating account of the people, institutions and
businesses that inhabited China’s treaty port world.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=176417
-------------------------------------------------------------------Law
MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS IN CHINA, 3RD EDITION / Owen Nee, Jingzhou
Tao
Hong Kong : Sweet and Maxwell, 2014
9789626616062
$ 300.00 / HB
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=176418
————————————-------------------------------------------CORPORATE LAW IN CHINA-STRUCTURE, GOVERNANCE AND REGULATION /
Shen Wei
Hong Kong : Sweet and Maxwell, 2014
9789626614365
$ 335.00 / PB
Corporate Law in China – Structure, Governance and Regulation examines
the latest 2013 amendments to the PRC Company Law, which is
considered by many as a milestone in China’s quest for what is thought to
be an eventual consolidation of one single corporate law regime,
applicable to domestic entities, as well as foreign invested enterprises.
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Provides a comprehensive and critical study of China’s corporate law
regime and the newly revised PRC Company law
• Includes an in-depth analysis of the two main types of corporations in
China: Limited Liability Companies and Joint Stock Companies
Highlights the amendments made to the Company Law in 2013, including:
• New corporate finance rules abolishing the paid-in capital
• Minimum registered capital
• Installment of registered capital contribution
• Restriction on the percentage of contribution in cash
• Creation of a capital subscription system
• New practices in the Shanghai Free Trade Zone
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=176419
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